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Bay Area Spatial Information System (BASIS) Jurisdiction Tour 2018
AGENDA

1. Introductions
2. Meeting Purpose
3. Plan Bay Area – Overview
4. Forecasted Development Pattern – UrbanSim
5. BASIS Data Collection Survey/BASIS Tool – under development
6. Local data initiatives
7. Local growth/land use policy context
8. Next Steps
Questions, Comments, Feedback?
basis@bayareametro.gov

Key IRPP BASIS Staff Contacts

Section Director
Ken Kirkey (kkirkey@bayareametro.gov)

Data & Visualization (BASIS Support Team)
Kearey Smith (ksmith@bayareametro.gov)
Duane Bay (dbay@bayareametro.gov)
Joshua Croff (jcroff@bayareametro.gov)

Regional Planning & Policy
Matt Maloney (mmaloney@bayareametro.gov)

Housing & Neighborhoods
Therese Trivedi (ttrivedi@bayareametro.gov)

Economic Development & Forecasting
Cynthia Kroll (ckroll@bayareametro.gov)

Modeling & Surveys
Lisa Zorn (lzorn@bayareametro.gov)

Bicycle, Pedestrian & Environment
Laura Thompson (lthompson@bayareametro.gov)
MEETING PURPOSE

- Discuss land-use data collection process to inform Plan Bay Area 2050
- Introduce BASIS Tool under development and potential future applications
- Discuss collection and preparation of Phase I datasets
- Discuss local planning and growth context
MTC and ABAG are responsible for creating long-range plans for the San Francisco Bay Area.
Plan Bay Area 2040 established a 24-year regional vision for growth and investment.
Plan Bay Area 2040’s Forecasted Development Pattern

Land Use

- 820,000 new households
- 1,300,000 new jobs
- Over 75% of new households in Priority Development Areas
- 46% of new households in Big Cities
Bay Area Spatial Information System

- A Secure, Accessible Database Platform for the Collection, Standardization, Discovery and Dissemination of Key Datasets used in Regional Planning Efforts
- A Well Documented, Organized and Reliable Source of Regional Data
- Provides a Single Source of Information that Tracks Trends Associated with Development Conditions, Land Use, and Environmental Impacts Associated with Future Growth and Changes to the Physical Landscape
- Provides a Common Framework to Discuss and Plan for Future Growth in the Region

Collection → Modeling → Data Management → Validation/Feedback → Dissemination/Analysis/Reporting
Why?

*Good public policy relies on good public data*

- Good data is reliable and accessible

*Upgrading local and regional data stewardship practices is necessary*

- State mandates for granular, mappable data—SB 375, SB 35, SB 743
- Public expectation and demand for access and transparency
- City/County/Region staff time to find, report, provide, analyze
How?

• **Start with today’s meeting**
  • Introduce Phase I datasets
  • Identify primary contacts (local & regional) for each dataset
  • Introduce BASIS website & tools (collection survey, upload, feedback)
  • Listen — about local situation, resources, constraints for generating requested info

• **Short-term follow-up:** uploaded in 3 weeks **what you have;** then we load; then you check

• **Longer-term collaboration:**
  • Potential collaboration on streamlining and tool building
  • Potential collaboration on data standards and data models
  • Potential participation on Technical Advisory Committee
Specifically what are we asking for during the visit, and after?

In each of the follow survey sections:

1. Business Processes & Points of Contact
2. Development Process & Context
3. Non-Developable Sites
4. Planned Land Use
5. Major Development Pipeline
6. Housing

We are asking you to ...

- Identify people, files or processes
- Describe some of your plans and processes
- Upload descriptions or data
- Check loaded data as tables or maps

...using tools on the BASIS website.
Questions, Comments, Feedback?

basis@bayareametro.gov
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